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TOPOLOGICALPROPERTIES OF SUBANALYTICSETS
BY

ROBERT M. HARDT(l)
ABSTRACT. The stratification
of a semianalytic
or subanalytic
set (that
is, a set which locally is the proper analytic image of some semianalytic
set) leads easily, by consecutive
projections
in Euclidean space, to a CW
decomposition.
In the category of subanalytic
sets and continuous
maps with
subanalytic
graphs, theories of slicing,
intersection,
and homology result
through use of the topological
chains defined by subanalytic
sets.

1. Introduction.

It has long been understood

which are sets locally
inequalities,

also

[lu].)

dimensions

called

was, after a somewhat

subanalytic

subanalytic)

sets

sets,

these

stormy history,

A subanalytic
manifolds

finite

of their

in [3]. (See

and in [7] that such images,

(3.1-3.3).

multiples

function

a k dimensional

of oriented

semianalytic

For the semianalytic

between

to these

subset

subanalytic

k dimensional

In 4.5 we discuss

of [4] and [5] generalize

(respectively,

to certain

were first treated

whose graph is a subanalytic

of the manifolds;

Our main goal

in [8,

by subanalytic maps have recently been found in [l3l.

map is a continuous

integral

in [7], admit

of semianalytic

lead directly

of this construction

set

[11, p. 133].

submanifolds.

families

stratifications

and

submani-

established

shadows

real analytic

CW decompositions

product

stratification.

in [9] (first)

in [9] and semianalytic

some aspects

Lemma 3]. Triangulations
analytic

real analytic

The harder question

map need not be semianalytic

into subanalytic,

subanalytic)

case locally,

sets,

equalities

A major problem was that the image of a semianalytic

here is to show how, for locally

(resp.,

into semianalytic,

it was shown independently

stratifications

how semianalytic

many real analytic

[11, pp. 150—153].

under even a proper analytic
Recently

by finitely

admit stratifications

folds of various
triangulability

defined

subsets

of real

of the Cartesian
chain

is a sum of

members of some subanalytic

how the slicing
maps and chains.

and intersection

theories

For a subanalytic

map
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/ (which may fail to be even locally

defined in 4.4.
obtained

ment of the resulting

CW decomposition

subanalytic

homology

is

sets.

analytic

and chains

offers

a much easier

treat-

theory than the approach

the homology of semianalytic

semianalytic
sets

the chain map /

Use of this map in 4.6 where /«is a strong defamation retract

from a subanalytic

which treated

Lipschitzian),

sets using chains

In 4.7—4.8 we describe

tangent

of [6]

defined

by only

cones and joins of sub-

as well as mapping cylinders

and cones

of subanaly-

tic maps.

2. Preliminaries.
frontier

For any subset

of C (denoted

For any subset

locally

C of a topological

space,

the

Fron C) is the set (Clos C) ~ C.
D of a class

finite partition

1 manifold,

of D into (properly

a stratification

embedded)

§ of D is a

class

1 submanifolds

S such that

D n Fron S = U S n{R: R D Clos S 4 0 and dim R < dim S\.
For any two families

fe and J of subsets

of the same set, fe is com-

patible with 'S if E C F whenever E £ &, F £J, and E n F 4 0.
A subset
covered

A of a real analytic

by open sets

U so that

manifold
U nA

M is semianalytic

is a union of sets,

if M can be

each of which is

a connected
component of g~ \0\ ~ h~ Î0Î for g and h belonging
finite family of real-valued
functions analytic in U.

A subset

covered

a connected
family
mapping

S of a real analytic

by open sets
component

semianalytic

follows

(resp.,

set

analytic

(resp.,

subanalytic)

if N can be

each of which is

manifold

to Clos Ua

of semianalytic

subanalytic)
(resp.,

real analytic

sets

component
(resp.,

the direct

map whose restriction

of a real analytic

locally

subanalytic)

map of a semianalytic

if each of its members

finite
is

of or the

subanalytic)

image of a sub-

to Clos B is proper,

manifold

is called

is a semianalytic

semi-

(resp.,

submanifold.

main theorem

153] for the semianalytic

M and analytic

difference,

(resp.,

moreover,

to some finite

is proper.

and that the connected

subanalytic);

of a subset

subanalytic)

The following

case.

of an analytic

B, under an analytic

is also subanalytic.
A stratification

N is subanalytic

[7, 3.1] that the intersection,
product

image under an analytic

set is semianalytic

analytic

subsets

f: M —» N whose restriction
and Cartesian

inverse

manifold

V D B is a union of sets,

of /(G) ~ f{tí) for G and tí belonging

§ of semianalytic

It readily
union,

V so that

to some

case

which we use is established

in [11, pp. 150—

and in [7, 4.2] or [9, 4.8] for the subanalytic
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Stratification
(resp.,

Theorem.

For any locally

subsets

of a paracompact

subanalytic)

is a semianalytic

(resp.,

subanalytic)

For any semianalytic
(resp.,

subanalytic)

(resp.,

finite family

subanalytic)

stratification

u of semianalytic

real analytic

stratification
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manifold

of M compatible

M, there

with Cf.

set A and semianalytic

o of A, the number

sup(i-l! U [dim5: S £ Sj) £ Í- 1, 0, 1, 2, ... I U {+°o|
thus is independent

of S and is called

dim A . In case

A is nonempty,

analytic

subanalytic)

(resp.,

the dimension

of A and denoted

we also conclude that Fron A is semi-

with dim (Fron A) < (dim A) - 1, and infer from

[7, 4.2] or from[7, 2.3] as in the argument of [2, p. 336] that dim A < k if
and only if }Ak(A O K) < oo for every compact

dimensional

Hausdorff

measure

K where

[2, 2.10.2(1)]

K

denotes

the k

corresponding to any Riemannian

metric.

Our notations,

with the exception

of the groups Zfc(A, ß), fBfe(A, B),

and Hfe(A, ß) defined in 4.6, follow those of [2, pp. 669-671].
n £ |1, 2, • ••] and let

/-Rn{i:0<f<l},
p0:R"^R°,

a1:R1^R°,

P¿*i.x„)

= (xi.x?

/°=R° = !o!,

pQ(x)= 0 = ?//)

3.1.

for each

Theorem.

i £ |l,

z's compatible

x eS el.

for x £ R" and t £ R1,

= <?I+i(xi.xiH]

for i e {1, 2, ...,
3. Stratifications

We also fix

n¡ and (x,,i . ..,

x n + 1) € R"+1.

and CW decompositions.
Suppose

K is a compact

2, • • • , n\, S. /sa

with \qX\S): S £o¿i

subset

stratification

and D(q.\S)(x)

of R", S

= {R0}, and

of p .(K.) such that S.

is injective

,

whenever

and dim S < i. If CQ = ¡R0! and, for each i £ il, 2, ■• • , «!,

S. = i A: A z's a component of qT l(C) n S, C e £._ v S e S¿, and dim 5 < i\,
%. = iß: ß z's a component of q~ \C) D S, C £ C?¿_j, 5 £ S¿, a«a" dim S = z'¡,
ana" C = Cf. U i>., /Aere /Ae following

(1)

five conclusions

Eac/> poz'«r z're Rz z's the center

whose intersection

of an arbitrarily

are true:

small

with every member of C. z's connected.

open rectangle
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(2) For each A £ Cf.., q .{A) £L.
(3) For each

. and <j.|ClosA

B £ Jo., (l — t)w + tx belongs

is infective.

to B whenever

t £ I, w and

x belong to B, and q .{w) = qix).

(4) For each C £ Ç.., the two sets,

AC = l^tliiO]

n \{xv ...,

x.): x. = inf{z: {xv ...,

AC = lJlU¿0]

H IUj, ...,

x;): x.= supiz: (x^ ...,

x._v z) £ C\\,

x._ p z) £ C\\,

belong to Q... If f Q = 0 £ R°, and

hc: I x Clos q.{C) — R2,

fc: P — R¿,

Äc(i, y) = (1 - /)(?. IClos A~)-l{y) + i(?.|Clos A¿)"Hy),

/c(íl.thh¿ííUjicÍh.li-l)]

.

for {t, y) £ I x Clos (^.(C) and {t^ • «• , t) £ I', and
Ic = r n\{t1.r.):

t. = 0 u/¿enez;er pLprKO]

/Âe« dim ¡c = dim C, czwiffc

maps

¡c

continuously

onto

£ û.j,
Clos C aníz7 /,. O

(Int /)' diffeomorphically onto C.
(5) C. ¿sa

/z'raz're stratification

and CW decomposition

[1, V, 2.1]

compatible with S..
Proof.

We use induction

and open intervals,
conclusions

the case

on n.

Since o

n = 1 is easily

treated.

of singleton
By induction

sets
we assume

(1) through (5) hold for i £ il, 2, • • • , n - 1Î, and we abbreviate

<?= <?„•
We will first prove that, for each

/s=sup{card(ij-1{y!
is finite.

consists

S £a

connected

dim S < n,

n S)-.y £ R""1!

In fact, every dim S dimensional

is contained

with

C cL. _.

which intersects

in q{S) ~ (/(Fron S) and is, by (4), diffeomorphic

set ¡c n (Int I)'.

Since qlq'1^)

covering map with compact fibers,

n S = ^|ç-1(C)

q{S)

to the simply-

O Clos S is a

3C = {A: A is a component of q~ (C) n

Sj is a finite family each of whose members is mapped by q diffeomorphically onto C. For any y £ q{S) and finite subset
by (1), an open neighborhood
x £ F such

that

diffeomorphically

V of y and disjoint

V O C is connected

onto a closed

F of q~ \y\C\ S, there are,

for all

submanifold

neighborhoods

C £ (_n_,

and

of V. Since

U

cj maps

of each
U

Ft 5

dim q{U O S) =
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dim S, U O A is nonempty for some dim S dimensional C eL.
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. and A eCLj.

Inasmuch as q(U C\ A) CiC is open relative to C, V C\C C q(U O A),

Uxn A =(q\Uxn
Thus

5)_1(V nC), and UwD A = 0 whenever x ¿ w e F.

card F < picard

Sc: rj(5) 3 C £ (2

To prove (2) for any A £ u

and E ed
with

, we observe

, each x e q~ \y] n£

ible

with i Fron A¡, q(A) 0 a(Fron

Since

whose intersection

by a onto a neighborhood

as there are only finitely

and q(A) eC,.

that, for every y £ C £ C

has a neighborhood

E is mapped diffeomorphically

to C. Inasmuch

, and dim C = dim S\.

of y relative

many such x and Cl

A) = 0.

Thus

is compat-

a|A is a covering

o(/4) is, by (4), simply-connected,

map,

o|A is injective,

and A* = A = A^.
Moreover, a|Clos

¿4 is injective.

«(Clos A), we may choose

finite set G = a-1{yi

disjoint

nClos

In fact, for any y £ Clos q(A) =
neighborhoods

W

A. The intersection

about each x in the

with q(A) of the neighbor-

hood R"~ ~ «[(Clos A) ~ UxeC;W ] of y then contains distinct components
for every x £ G, each of whose closures contains y. From (1) applied to

q(A), we conclude that card G = 1.
To establish

(3) for any ß £ ÍB we use (2) to observe

C
and that, for those A £ u
—*R such that

with q(A) = q(B), the functions gA: q(A)

^M)"1^!« ••••>„-i>-<yi.y„-iv/henever
well-ordered
cisely

(y,,

••• , y _,)
by inequality;

£ > 0, and 8 = inf if, dist(c,

Y intersects

A~ and A„.

c = (c,, • •• , e )e K,
Fron UOl,

Y centered

value theorem,

q~ [q(B)] O Fron ß is the union of pre-

two such A, which are necessarily

To show (1) we assume
an open rectangle

s/y1.y„_!))

£ #(A), are, by the intermediate
thus

that a(ß) £

C = C n \C: c e Clos C{,

and use (2) and induction

at q(c) in R""1 n U[a(c), 8/yj2]

every* member of C n— ,1 in a connected

to choose

such that

set and

dist(c, a-1{yi nClosA)<S/V2
whenever A £ 3. n £ and y G y n a(Clos A). Then

x = 9-1(y) nlUj, .... xn): |*„-cj
is an open rectangle

any member of C

centered

<W2i

at c in R" n U(c, f) whose intersection

is, by (2) and (3), connected.

To prove (4) for any C £ C , we compute

with
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dim C = dim q{C)
= dim / 9(C)
,,-* = dim /,.C
7

in case

C £ (t n',

dim C = 1 + dim q{C) = 1 + dim ¡ ,C\= dim íc

in case C £ S^j

and note that im hc = Clos C, kc[{lnt /) x q{C)] m C, and (^A)"1
class

A £ a n.
To obtain (5) we now need only observe

is of

1 whenever

that C

is finite because

of

the estimates

card Q.n < (card £„_ t) • ]£{/s: S £ S^ and dim S < n\,
card S = card Cl + card K.
3.2.

Lemma.

ectively,

q: R" —* R"

Clos

For any finite

subanalytic)

subsets

and semianalytic

UCf compatible

(resp.,

family

of

subanalytic)

,.
U of bounded

{resp.,

subanalytic)

with (Í such that, for each
and, in case

semianalytic

R", there are an orthogonal

(resp-

projection

stratification

o of

S £ o, q{S) is semianalytic

dim S < n, D{q\S){x) is infective

for all

x £S,
Proof.
subanalytic)

Choose,

by the stratification

stratification

J of Clos

theorem,

a semianalytic

UCl compatible

(resp.,

with S, and let 2 ■

i? n\Q: dim O <nl
In the semianalytic
projection

case,

q: R" —• R"

y £ R""1

we may, by [6, 2.4], choose

so that

and infer from [6, 2.2, 2.7(3)]

S £ J ^ J. or any semianalytic

each

Q £ J. admits

not-identically-zero
projection

analytic

semianalytic

subanalytic)

. Since,

case,

U fot which there is a

(resp.,

case,

dimd^Myi

by the argument

is not injectivel

Apply-

is contained

subanalytic)

whenever

H Q) < 0

of [4, 2.9] (resp.,
in a (dim Q) - 1

set, we may re-stratify

as in the proof of [7, 2.1] to obtain

stratification

D{q\R){x) is injective

for any

In the subanalytic

/: U —>R with U n 0 C /-1!0i.

such that, in either

ß n \x: D{q\Q){x)

using downward induction
(resp.,

q{S) is semianalytic

S of U=¿.

cover by open balls

function

0 £ J. and y £ R"~

dimensional

that

for U=¿ whenever

U and f for all 0 £ J-, we obtain an orthogonal

q: W — R"-1

whenever

subset

a countable

ing [6, 2.3] to all such

[7, 4.3l),

q~ \y\ is nonsingular

an orthogonal

J\ of KjJ. compatible

x £ R £%.

U°s

a semianalytic

with J. such that

The lemma follows

with S =

(? ~ 2) U %.
3.3.

Theorem.

subanalytic)

subsets

semianalytic

(resp.,

S and, for each

For any locally
of a paracompact

subanalytic)

finite

family

real analytic

stratification

D £ S), a continuous

function

(l of semianalytic
manifold

-D of M compatible
fD mapping

(resp.,

M, there are a

I m

with
onto

TOPOLOGICAL PROPERTIES OF SUBANALYTICSETS
Clos D whose restriction
graph is semianalytic
Proof.

to Int /

(resp.,

Choose,

is an analytic

isomorphism

into RdimA1 such that

isomorphism

and whose

subanalytic).

for z £ il, 2, •••

along with an analytic

63

!, a compact

g. mapping

semianalytic

set

some neighborhood

K.

of K.

ilnt K., Int K., •• • i is a locally finite cover of M.

Letting K - 0 and 3) = Í0Í and having chosen 3) , 3) , ... , 3)

and

CÏ.= \A n Int K.: A e CîjU <D n Int Kf: D £ U 3)y>,
we apply 3.2 repeatedly

orthogonal

with re = dim M, (dim M) - 1, • • • , 1 to choose

transformation

g of R

so that the hypotheses

with re= dim M, K = g[g.(K. ~ U'-'glnt
ig[g-(^)];

A £ u.j;

stratification

K)], and S

an

of 3.1 hold

compatible with

from 3.1 we thus obtain a semianalytic (resp., subanalytic)

J). of K. ~ lj'~

* Int K. compatible

able functions fD fot Dei)..

with Cf. along with

The theorem follows with 3) = U°li-^-

suit-

^

ID: DC Int K.J.
3.4.

Corollary.

If AD B are semianalytic

of M, then there exist

an open semianalytic

U of A in M and a strong deformation

graph is semianalytic

(resp.,

Proof. With m e\l,
||(xj,

...

(resp.,

(resp.,

retraction

subanalytic)

subanalytic)

subsets

neighborhood

of U n A onto B whose

subanalytic).

2, ■ • . i, / = [R niz: |r| < Ü]m ~ ioi, and

, xm)\\ = supi|xj|,

...,

|xm|j

for (xj,

...

, xm) £ Rm, we observe

that the set
(/ x / x /) n {(t, x, y): y . (l - t)x + t(x/||x||)|
m

= (J (/ x / x /) n {(/, (»j.xj,

(yj.yj):

!= 1

x2 > x2, [y. - (1 - t)x]x.>
[y.-(l-t)x]2x2.=t2x2.
is semianalytic

and use

4. Subanalytic
4.1.

for /= 1, ...,

m\

of [1, V, 2.12, 2.14(3)].

constructions.

Subanalytic

an object

3.3 and the reasoning

0 and

is a pair

maps.

We will work in the subanalytic

(Af, A) such that

M is a paracompact

category

where

real analytic

manifold and A is a subanalytic
subset of M,
a morphism (which we call a subanalytic
map) from (Al, 4Ï to (N, G) is

R. M. HARDT
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a continuous

function

f: A —>C whose graph

f={AxC)n
is a subanalytic

subset

[(*, y): y-/(*)|

of M x N, and

composition

has the usual meaning.

The inverse

image under a subanalytic

proper subanalytic

map of a subanalytic

union of any two subanalytic
domains is a subanalytic

4.2.

Subanalytic

M, k € \0, 1,2,..

map or the direct image under a

set is subanalytic.

Moreover,

maps which agree on the intersection

the

of their

map.

chains.

For any paracompact

real analytic

manifold

•], and linear map T: 3) (Ai) —• R, we use the notations:

spt T = A!~ Ultf: V is open and T(<p)= 0
whenever <p £ fD*(M) has spt <pC U\,

and, in case A > 1,

r?T:3)*-KAI)-+ R, dT{if,)= T{difj)for 0 £ iD*~H.M).
We say T is a A dimensional

subanalytic

of the following two conditions

chain in M if T satisfies

either

which are, by the argument of [2, 4.2.28],

equivalent.

(1) T = SEec- mE(K* L E) A rfE where 6 is a family of A dimensional
strata

belonging

to some subanalytic

mE is an integer,

E is orientable

stratification

of M and, for each

with orienting

A vectorfield

E £ &,

fE, and

[(H*L E) A fE](<p)
= Je <<p(x),
fE(x)>*K*x
for <pe 3)fe(Al).
(2) T is a locally

some A dimensional
dimensional

integral

flat chain [2, 4.1.24],

subanalytic

subanalytic

spt T is contained

set, and spt dT is contained

in

in some A - 1

set.

From (1) it follows that if T 4 0, then spt T = UiClos E: E £& and
mE 4 0} is a A dimensional
a A - 1 dimensional

subanalytic

For any real analytic
such that

¿|spt

subanalytic

is a A dimensional

subanalytic

integral flat chain, spt iijc

chain in case

mapping

T is proper,

set.

that dT is

A > 1.

b of M into a real analytic

b^T, where {bj){<p)

manifold

N

= T(è*<p) for <p £3>(/v),

chain in N by (2) because

b„T is a locally

¿(spt T) and spt d{b#T) - spt bÂdT) C

¿(spt <9T). To extend this notion to subanalytic
ing lemma and, for A C A!, the notation

subanalytic

From (2) it follows

chain and spt T C A}.

maps we will use the follow-

C, (A) = {T: T is a A dimensional

65
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4.3. Lifting Lemma. // p is an analytic mapping of an open neighborhood of a

subanalytic

set

isomorphically
Proof.

G such that p\G is a homeomorphism,

then p# maps C-fe(G)

onto C, [p(G)].

Suppose

3) is a subanalytic

[E: dim E = k], and p|E
for any orientable

stratification

is an analytic

of G, ë = 2) O

isomorphism

E £ ë, the mapping

whenever

Eel).

Then

IIE, for which

ne(f)(y) = ( A¿D(p|E)(x),cf(x))/|( A¿D(p|E)(x),¿f(x))|,
whenever

£ is an orienting

is a bijection

between

To prove surjectivity
theorem and [7, 4.3]
By the constancy
integer

k vectorfield

the orienting

we assume

to choose

of E, y £ p(E), and x = (p|E)~

k vectorfields

T e <-,[p(G)]

5) compatible

theorem of [2, 4.1.31(2)],

rE and an orienting

k vectorfield

(y),

of E and p(E).

and use the stratification

with ip

(spt T), p" l(spt dT)\.

there exist,
pE of p(E)

for each

E £ ë, an

such that p(E) n

sptiT - rE[Kk Lp(E)] A pE) = 0. Then R = £EegrE(K* L E) A WEKpE)
£ C, (G) and p.R - T, having

support

in the at most k — 1 dimensional

sub-

analytic set [J\p(D): D £3) ~ ëj, equals zero by 4.2(1).
To prove injectivity
stratification

spt dZ\.

we assume

Z £ C, (G) and p„Z = 0 and use the

theorem and [7, 4.3] to choose

By [2, 4.1.31(2)],

an orienting k vectorfield
= 0; moreover

there exist,

3) compatible

for each

with i spt Z,

E £ ë, an integer

zE and

£E of E such that E D spt[Z - z£(K* |_ E) A £E]

zE = 0 because

zE[Kk Lp(E)] A nE(CE) = (p„z) Lp(E) = o.
Then Z, having support in \J(jJ ~ ë) with dim LK-k ~ ë) < k, equals 0.
4.4.

The chain homomorphism

real analytic

manifolds,

/„.

Suppose

M and jV are paracompact

p: M x N —»M and a: M x N — N ate the pro-

jections, A is a subanalytic

subset

of M, and f: A —*N is a subanalytic

Using 4.3, we define, for any T £ c, (A) such that f\ spt T is proper,

fJ = 1tttpu\ek(f)]-1(T)eek(N),
and verify the following

four properties:

(1) /„ is a group homomorphism.

(2) spt fnTc q[f n p~Hspt D] = /(spt r).

^/^) = ?^je,(/)]-i(T) = ^[pje,^/)]-VLpjefe(/)]-Kr)
(3)
z'recase A > 1.

-* We*, ¿/r k«m«7Ä<*r)

map.
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(4) If P is a paracompact

real analytic manifold, g: j{A) —♦P is a subanalytic

map, and {g o /)|spt T is proper, then {g o /)#T = gÁf^T).
In fact,

this is readily

verified

using

the subanalytic

set

h = (\1 x V x P) n \{x, y, z): y = f(x) and z = g{y)},
the projections

Sx P

Alx N

and 4.3 to chase

the induced

diagram

ek(Au-=-e4(«

4.5.

Slicing

and intersection.

4.2, 4.3, 2.3] the reasoning

slicing

of) ■

and intersection

Thanks

to the bounds

provided

by [7,

of [4, 2.9, §§4—5] carries over to give an analogous

theory for subanalytic

chains

and real analytic

maps.

In particular,
al subanalytic
AI, which

for a / dimensional

chain

intersect

subanalytic

T in an oriented,
suitably

chain

paracompact

in the sense

R and a A dimension-

real analytic

manifold

that / + A > dim M,

dim [(spt R) n (spt T)] < /' + A - dim Al, and
dim [(spt R n spt dT) U (spt dR n spt T)] < /' + A - 1 - dim Al,
a ; + A - dim Al dimensional
[4, 5(1)] by slicing
subtraction

map.

Suhanalytic

[4, 5.8] and is uniquely

To extend

subanalytic

at 0, in any coordinate
intersection

characterized

the slicing

chain, R n T, is well-defined
neighborhood,
theory

by axioms

satisfies

the analogue

corresponding

theory of [4, §4] to subanalytic

in

R x T, by the
of

to [4, 5.11].

maps, we let
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p: M x R" —• Af and q: Alx R" —• R" be the projections and use 4.3, 4.4,
and the subanalytic

analytic

chain

version

of [4, 4.3] to define,

T in Al, any subanalytic

for any A dimensional

map /: spt T —»R", and any y e R"

with dim (/-1{y i nspt T) < k- n and dim(/_1iyi
A - 72 dimensional

subanalytic

chain,

sub-

the slice

Ospt dT) < k - n - 1, a

of T in f~ \y\,

{T,f,y)=ptt{ip)t\ek{f)]-1{T),q,y),
and infer that the function

which associates

(T, f, y) with such

y is con-

tinuous in the locally integral flat topology [2, 4.3.16].
The two statements,

spt(T, f,y)Cf-1\y\n

spt T,

d(T, f, y) = (- Dn{dT, f, y) in case A> n,
readily

follow from [4, 3.5(1)(2)].

4A] where

To obtain

a formula corresponding

T, f, and g all are subanalytic,

we use 4.3, the diagrams

of

4.4 with P = R , and the subanalytic

version

ate certain

[4, 4.5] where S, f, and g are sub-

analytic

projections.

is proven

A version.of

similarly.

of [4, 4A] in case

to [4,

The proof of [4, 4.7] then carries

/ and g
over to the

case where h and T ate subanalytic.

For any integer

v > 2, the results

maps and the modulo v congruence

of [5] also generalize

classes

of subanalytic

to subanalytic
chains.

4.6. Subanalytic homology theory. Although it follows from 3.3 and the
reasoning
pairs

of [1, V, §4] that any two homology

of subanalytic

isomorphic

sets and continuous

homology

groups,

the following

theories

maps between
subanalytic

on the category

of

such pairs have
theory

seems

the most

natural.
For A £ |0, 1, 2, • • •} and subanalytic
fold Al, we define

the group of subanalytic

¿>, ^A, B) = \T: T is a subanalytic

sets

A 3 B in a real analytic mani-

cycles,

chain of compact

support,

spt T C A and spt dT C B or A = Oi,
the subgroup of subanalytic

boundaries,

§AA, B) = \R + dS: R £ \{B, B) and S £ %k+I(A, A)\,
and the subanalytic

homology

group,

\{A, B) = ZAA, B)/\{A, B).
For any subanalytic

sets

CDD

in a real analytic

manifoTd N and subanaly-
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tic map f: A —N with f(A) C C and f(ß) C D, 4.4(1)(2)(3) imply that the
maP /V ^V^'

s) "~*%iSC' D^ induces a homomorphism Hfc(/): H¿(A, ß) —»

Hk(C, D).
Repeating

the argument

of [2, 4.4.1]

of the Eilenberg-Steenrod
sets

and subanalytic

gives

a short proof of the validity

axioms for the category

maps between

From 3.4 we readily

of pairs of subanalytic

such pairs.

infer that there exists

an arbitrarily

small subanaly-

tic neighborhood W of B such that H, (W CtA, B) - 0 fot all k. In particular
there exist arbitrarily

small open subanalytic

neighborhoods

U of A in M

with l\k(U, A) ~ 0 and V of B in U with Hfe(V,ß);0
the inclusion

map of ^¡.(A, B) into ^¡ÁU, V) induces

for all k; hence
an isomorphism

0, :

Hk(A, B) S Uk(U, V) for all k.
As in [6, 5.5] this allows
proximation,

us to define,

II, (/) for any continuous

by analytic

map / between

sets and obtain a homology theory on the extended

Moreover,
negative

(or subanalytic)
pairs

category.

as in [6, 6.4], we have, for any orientation

integers

ap-

of subanalytic

on M and non-

/', k with ; + k > dim M, an intersection

product

n:H/A,B)xHfe(A,B)-H.+,_faM(A,B)
which is well-defined, for p £lL(A, ß) and r £ H^A, B), by

where

R £$.(p)

and T £ 0, (r) ate chosen,

of [6, 6.3], to intersect

suitably.

In case

of dimension

at least

using the subanalytic

analogue

M = R", Jv is a countable

family

n - k, and Q £ ^¿(r),

then simply

of subanalytic

chains

the translation

of Q by almost all y £ R" with

\y\ < inf {dist(spt 0, R" ^ V), dist(spt 3Q, Rn ^ V')|
belongs

to $, (r) and intersects

ties of the homology intersection
follow from the subanalytic
4.7.

Tangent

cones.

with every R £ 5\. Various

product

analogues

corresponding

Tan(A,

proper-

to [4, 5.11] readily

of [4, 5.11] and [6, 6.4].

If A is a semianalytic

set of R" and a £ Rn, then

subanalytic)

suitably

a) [2, 3.1.21]

(resp.,

subanalytic)

is semianalytic

sub-

(resp.,

and dim Tan (A, a) < dim A.

In fact if a 4 Clos A, then Tan (A, a) = 0 or if a £ (Clos A) ~
Clos (A ~ ici), then Tan (A, a) = i0{ and dim A > 0. We now assume

Clos(A

~ iai); hence

a £

Tan (A, a) = Tan(A ~ jai, a) and let

p: (Rn)3 - R", a: (R*)3 ^R",

r: (R")3 - R", s: (Rn)3 -♦ R»,

TOPOLOGICAL PROPERTIES OF SUBANALYTICSETS
p(x, y, z) = x,

q{x, y, z) = y,

for (x, y, z) £(R*)3.
secant

space

r(x, y, z) = z,

Then rjs'Mo?

np~M«i

and
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s(x, y, 2) = x - y,

is an isomorphism,

the

[12, §4]

L = (R*)3 n {(xj, ...,

xj,

(y j, ...,

yn), {zy ...,

2/j):

(*¿ - y¡>zj > 0, (x¿ - y¡)z. = (xy - yy)z. for i, j = 1, ...,
is semianalytic,

and thus

Tan (A, a) = As~l\0\ n Fron[(L ^ s^Oi)
is semianalytic

(resp.,

subanalytic).

Moreover

n p"1!«! n f-1(A)])
B = (L ~ s-1{0Î)

í/~ (A) has dimension at most (dim A) + 1 because,
...

n\

, n], the restriction

H p_1{ß! O

for each i £ |1, 2,

of the projection

n.: (R")3 -RBxR,

nix, y, {zv ...,

zj)

= (y, 2.)

for (x, y, (2l.2n))£(R")3,
maps the subanalytic

set

B O [((xj, ....
injectively

xn), (y x, ...,

yn), 2): x. 4 y¿l

into A x R. Thus dim Tan (A, a) < dim Fron B < dim A. (Another

proof of this inequality

for the semianalytic

Using the argument

of [2, 4.3.18],

case is given in [2, 3.4.11].)

it then follows

that for every

dimensional subanalytic

chain T in R" and a £R", the subanalytic

(|i or

in the locally

) T converge

subanalytic
4.8.
analytic

integral

flat topology

chains

as t —*+ «> to a

chain.
Joins,

subsets

mapping

cyclinder,

mapping

cone.

of Rm and F: RmxRxRm-Rra,

If A and B are subF(x, r, y) = (l - r)x +

iy for (x, t, y) £ Rm x R x Rm, then the join of the sets

A and B,

F{A x I x B), is an at most (dim A) + 1 + (dim B) dimensional
set.

Ap

If S and T are subanalytic

chains,

subanalytic

then the join of S and T [2, 4.1.11],

FJ.S x [O, 1] x T), is a (dim A) + 1 + (dim B) dimensional

subanalytic

If /: A —*R" is a subanalytic map, and
g: A x / -» Pim x Rn x /,
g(x, t) = ((1 - r)x,

h{x, y, t) = (2rx, 2iy, t)

h: Rm x R" x / -» ROTx R" x /,
//(x),

/) for (x, r) £ A x /,

for 0 < / < '4 and (x, y) £ Rm x R",

chain.
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h(x, y, t) = (x, y, t)
then the mapping cyclinder

for lA< t < 1 and (x, y) £ Rm x Rn,

of /, im g, and the mapping cone of /, im (h ° g),

ate (dim A) + 1 dimensional

subanalytic

subsets

of Rm x R" x /.
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